This paper studies the problems and threats posed by a type of spam in blogosphere, called blog comment spam. It also explores the challenges introduced by comment spam generalizing the analysis substantially to any other short text type spam. We analyze different high-level features of spam and legitimate comments based on the content of blog postings. We then use these features to cluster data separately for each feature using K-Means clustering algorithm. Finally, we used a selfsupervised learning which could classify spam and legitimate comments automatically. Compared to existing solutions, our approach demonstrates to be more flexible and adaptable to the environment as it requires minimal human intervention. The preliminary evaluation of the proposed spam detection system shows promising results and we hope to experiment with larger dataset in the future.
INTRODUCTION
Spam has evolved and expanded into different forms recently. Its initial root is the email domain. Blogs are becoming easy and popular targets for spammers due to the candidness with which people write their views and opinions. According to -comScore‖ data passport whitepaper [1] , the conversational media, which includes social networks and blogs, is the second highest growing category after games attracting around 75% web users with a growth rate of 7.1%. While this property has allowed it to increase its quantity tremendously, it also makes it easy to suffer from a serious problem of spam. Spammers are taking advantage of free hosting of sponsored advertisements and hyperlinks. Spam is prevalent in the blogosphere in different forms, as described in the following section.
SPAM TYPES IN BLOGOSPHERE

SPLOGS
Splogs are spam blogs where the post itself is used to promote a product or a service. It is also used to entice users familiar with the service to exploit search-engine reputation of the hosted service; to attract traffic from -neighboring‖ blogs, etc. Additionally, free hosting services are the primary target for splogs due to the minimal cost of establishing one. A study reported at Google's official Enterprise blog [2] shows that overall spam volume growth during the first quarter of 2009 is the strongest since early 2008, increasing an average of 1.2% per day. Across the blogosphere at large, a study in 2007 found that 56% of blogs which sent update notifications to the weblogs.com2 ping server were splogs [5] . 
COMMENT SPAM
Such spams are posted to a blog in no relation to the blog topic for the sole purpose of promoting service or a site. Unlike splogs, comment spam has been targeted to all types of blogs which allow commenting. The popular Akismet blog spam is a classification service, which runs hundreds of tests on the comment received and Akismet classifies 82% of submitted messages as spam correctly [4].
TRACKBACK SPAM
This category of spam takes advantage of the trackback ping feature of popular blogs to get links from them. While the HTML internals of comment submission forms may be changed to confuse spam robots without affecting legitimate users, trackbacks are transmitted by an HTTP-based protocol with a fixed API. The trackback specification makes no mention of verification, allowing spammers to inject arbitrary URLs into a trackback ping message along with camouflaging text of the spammer's choosing. This has led to an abundance of trackback spam targeted at supporting blog software.
In this work, we only deal with short text-type spam just to narrow down the scope of our study. Spam comments are prevalent in blogs, WIKIs and all other online media where readers are allowed to freely post their comments. Blog comment spam is the act of posting comments to a publicly available blog which have nothing to do with the blog or post being commented on, and which are designed to direct users to other non-associated websites. There are several groups on the internet using blog spam in order to make money with advertising, click-throughs, adware installations and malware infections for stealing information [6] . Comment spam generally contains hyperlinks to the spammers' websites. These messages not only annoy web users, but also pollute web pages and waste Internet bandwidth. Another attractive incentive for spammers to create spam comments is the huge number of (hundreds of millions) web searches being conducted everyday. Thus unethical content providers would like do anything that is necessary to make their contents highly ranked than they really should be in their market place.
The open interactive environment that blogs provides makes it a target for misuse or abuse, the major being the unavailability of a filter to decipher whether a comment is a spam or not. Spammers avoid being blacklisted or being traced by registering, generating random, or using dynamic IP address. CAPTCHAs (Complete Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart) have remained popular, and successful to some extent in spotting spammers. However, naively designed CAPTCHAs is solved by machine learning algorithms, and overly complicated CAPTCHAs place too much burden on visitors, and discourage them to write any comment. Other popular approach, Keyword filtering can be effective, however, this approach requires manual monitoring of a list of locked keywords, and it sometimes filters out legitimate comments as well.
COMMENT SPAM VERSUS EMAIL SPAM
Email and comment spams share some common characteristics as well as a number of differences. While email spams are used solely to entice the reader to go to a site and/or to buy a product, comment spams are also targeted to exploit the search engines feature to mislead searches by increasing the search display of a particular page or site. There also exist many differences in attacks and defense profiles. Moreover, comment spammers can reach multiple readers with a single post whereas email spam has to be targeted to a particular email addresses. The effect of a comment spam is visible as anyone can see a comment in a blog as soon as it is posted whereas it's difficult to know whether an email spam got to the inbox of the receiver or was it filtered by a junk email filtering system. Another difference is that in most cases, email spams are accompanied by images of related products or words in order to bypass the email spam filter whereas this is not the case with comment spams as HTML <img> tags are filtered from comments in most of cases. In general, email spam is relatively longer compared to comment spam, and it has systems that can attempt to authenticate senders based on SMTP server addresses. Also email spam has been studied for a long period with the availability of data corpus, however, comment spam are being researched only recently with limited availability of data.
TAXONOMY OF SPAM
The 
HOW DOES THE EXPLOITS OCCUR THROUGH COMMENT SPAM?
In most cases, blog sites, bloggers, and commentators are not the primarily target of the spammer. However, the comments are used for the purpose of search engine optimization. The attackers use the openness of comment posting in the blogs to post their own links to different sites that the attacker wants to advertise, though some blogs are moderated and tries to remove spam. For a comment spam attack to occur, initially a general blogger makes a post in the blog. The blog spammer on the other hand registers an account on the blog using a pseudorandom email address. Then the spammer starts posting comments on the blog post irrespective of the content or relevance. These comments will have catchy keywords along with the links to other websites. The keywords in the comments may have different purposes. One purpose is to increase the relevance of the comment in a search engine. Another purpose is to entice a reader to click through the provided link to a website which in turn may have active malwares running on them. The user is thus enticed to install a fake codec or any other fake software [7] . Once clicked, different bots are installed in the system unknowingly.
Various studies have shown that spammers continuously change the IP addresses and usernames making them difficult to traceback. According to PandaSecurity [7] , the social news site cybercriminals have made Digg.com as a good target to acquire legitimate traffic to their malware serving domains.
EXISTING WORKS ON COMMENT SPAM DETECTION
The initial research in spam detection was prevalent in emails, for example, Sahami et. al. [28] used Naïve Bayes classifier to classify text-based emails. Druker et al. [29] evaluated Support Vector Machines (SVMs) to deal with spam. In 2001, Carreras and Marquez [30] showed that AdaBoost is more effective than decision trees and Naïve Bayes. Zhang et al. [31] [25] used SVM models based on local features like bag of words and N-gram features and link-based features to detect splogs. Han et al. [12] proposed a collaborative filtering method for combating hyperlink spam which relies on manual identification of spam and share this information through a network of search. Provos et al. [27] identified the mechanism used to inject malicious content on web pages, and illustrates the current state of malware on the web.
Mishne et al. [19] developed language models for the blog posts, blog comments and pages linked by comments where comments were classified based on disagreements of the language model. Cormack et al. [17] conducted in-depth analysis on filtering of short messages. They evaluated different content-based filtering systems implementing algorithms like Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machines, Dynamic Markov Compression and Logistic Regression using bag-of-words, orthogonal sparse bigram features and compression model-based approach for short text message, blog-spam and email summary information. Most of these comment spam detection works used supervised models where an initial set of training data has to be provided to build the detection system. Once the system is built, it can then be used to detect future comment spam. This method, however, has its own advantages and disadvantages: with the historical training dataset, the detection system can achieve high accuracy provided that the spam comments remain fairly similar. But spam comments are constantly changing their anatomy making them hard to detect. Thus, the supervised system is unable to adapt with new kind of spam. Moreover, the initial cost of manually classifying the training data is also high. In such a scenario, an unsupervised or self-supervised approach has to be incorporated. Also in content-based analysis, the features generally used were bag-of-words, n-gram combinations, specific tags present on the webpage, etc. While in document classification, these features helped to accurately classifying and clustering documents but in short text spam classification such representations did not produce better results. Thus in this work, we use seven unique aspects to distinguish spam and legitimate comments and classify them based on self-supervised learning. 
COMMENT SPAM CHARACTERISTICS
To analyze blog spam characteristics and to evaluate our detection system, we used the corpus created by Mishne and Carmel [16] . This corpus contains approximately 50 random blog posts with 1024 comments posted. All the posts contain a mixture of spam and legitimate comments. Comments in the corpus were manually classified and reported to have 332 legitimate comments and the rest are spam. Spam excerpts shown in the following sections for illustration are taken from the Mishne and Carmel dataset [16] .
We first describe different features that are used to analyze spam and legitimate comments. We consider a legitimate comment as a non-spam comment which is also called ham comment. While spam comments are usually generated automatically, we will show that with the proper selection of features it is possible to capture different characteristics which can better differentiate a spam from the ham.
POST-COMMENT SIMILARITY
Spammers use computer-generated scripts to produce myriads of spam for posting in blogosphere. However, in most cases these automated spam comments are not related to the context of the posting. We analyze the coherence of the comments compared to the blog post where legitimate comments are expected to have more coherent phrases compared to spam. Figure 1 illustrates a spam comment which is not related to the context of the post. This type of spam is difficult for human analyst to differentiate as it looks very much like a legitimate comment. It is to be noted that some legitimate comments also do not have coherent words or sentences. Therefore, relying on post-comment similarity alone is not a good approach. However, it can help in the overall detection of spam when combined with other features. The post-comment similarity value is calculated by taking inner product of all representative words in the post and comment, and then normalizing it with the length of comment. The post-comment similarity for a post P j and comment C k can be expressed as follows:
Here, w i,j is the frequency of words occurring in the blog post. Since blog comments are relatively short compared to other documents, most of the time the weight is assumed as 1.
We plotted a graph to analyze the behavior of spam and legitimate comments based on their similarity to the posts, shown in Figure 2) .
Hi, I just wanted to say thank you guys! I really like your site and I hope you'll continue to improving it. Here, the front horizontal axis represents the similarity of a comment (labeled with unique ID) to a post with scale 0 to 1. A spamicity value of 1 represents a spam comment whereas a 0 represents a legitimate comment. The distribution indicates that most of the comment spam has similarities less than 0.0833 to the posts excluding some outliers whereas legitimate comments have higher similarity values. The average post-comment similarity of spam comments was 0.018, whereas the average post-Comment similarity of legitimate comments was found to be 0.073. One of the obvious extensions to our work would be to add synonymous or hyponymous words both in the post and in comment (using tools like WordNet) to increase the accuracy of this feature in detecting spam comments.
WORD-DUPLICATION
A careful analysis of spam comments revealed that some spam comments use repeated words to attract search engines whereas a legitimate comment is often a continuous flow of context-related text. As most blog comments are short in nature, same word rarely repeats in a legitimate comment. Motivated by this idea, we analyzed the behavior of blog comments based on their word repetition pattern.
Word redundancy in our context is defined as follows: Figure 4 depicts the distribution of comments based on word redundancy ratio in the dataset [16] used for analysis. The distribution indicates that legitimate comments have fairly low word-redundancy compared to spam comments which have a redundancy ratio as high as 0.9. The average redundancy ratio for legitimate comments was found to be 0.098 whereas it was 0.265 for spam comments.
NUMBER OF ANCHOR TEXTS
The text that appears in HTML between <a...> and </a> tags are referred to as anchor texts. These texts basically create a link to another page which can be reached by clicking the hyperlink. Web crawlers usually follow these links iteratively to explore web pages on the Internet. Since most comment spams are intended for web crawlers as opposed to human, these comments try to include many anchor texts pointing to spammer sites in order to increase their page ranking in search engines. An example of spam comment with several anchor texts is shown in figure 5 below. Our analysis of comments based on anchor text count shows (see Figure 6 ) that almost all legitimate comments have 3 or less anchor texts whereas spam comments were found to have as many as 233 anchor texts in the dataset [16] . This clearly indicates that the anchor text count can be a good feature/indicator to detect spam and ham comments. The average anchor-text count in spam comments was 6.35 whereas for legitimate comments, it was 0.14. 
NOUN CONCENTRATION
One of the main goals of spammers is to increase the ranking of spam pages by search engine optimization. Most auto-generated spam comments are filled either by some keywords in the form of noun-phrase chunks without the formation of a complete sentence or some hyperlinks to keep the crawler searching. These spam comments are expected to have a higher concentration of noun-phrases compared to other word/phrase categories like verbs, prepositions, etc. Moreover, ham comments are more likely to express an idea using grammatical sentences or phrases. Figure 7 shows an example of such concentration of noun in spam comments. We used OpenNLP [30] tools to extract sentences from the blog postings and part-of-speech tags for the sentences.
Noun-Concentration is calculated using the following formula: [16] . This analysis shows that legitimate comments almost always have a noun-phrase concentration less than 0.4 whereas for spam comments, the concentration was found to be as high as 0.7. Although there may have spam comments with a low noun-phrase concentration, we can always filter a group of spam comments which have high noun-concentration. The average noun-concentration for legitimate comments was found to be 0.196 whereas for spam comments it was approximately 0.26.
STOPWORDS RATIO
Using a similar explanation as that of noun phrase concentration, we hypothesized that legitimate sentences tend to have a fairly balanced stopwords ratio compared to spam comments (an example shown in Figure 9 ). Example of a comment spam where there is no stopword [16] In our analysis, the stopwords ratio is calculated as:
Football betting football betting line online football betting college football betting football betting odds Pro football betting nfl football betting ncaa football Again, the distribution of spam/legitimate comments based on the stopword ratio is shown in Figure 10 . Here the legitimate comments almost always have a stopwords ratio in the range 0.3 to 0.61; where spam comments have wide variation in the stopwords ratios. Clearly, as indicated by the graph, comments with a lower stopwords ratio are more likely to be spams than with high stopwords ratio.
NUMBER OF SENTENCES
Some spam comments tend to be relatively longer as they try to add a lot of anchor-texts and jargon keywords. Figure 11 shows the distribution of the number of sentences in spam and legitimate comments. The average number of sentences in spam comments was found to be 5.7 whereas it was 4.08 for legitimate sentences. The maximum count of sentences in a comment spam was found to be 233 in the corpus whereas the maximum count of a legitimate spam was found to be 23. It illustrates that the sentence count is not so informative for the dataset [16] we used. Despite this fact, we believe this feature may play an important role in a scenario where there exist significant spam contents with a relatively high count of sentences. 
FEATURE CORRELATION
In order to realize the correlation of different features we considered (discussed above), we calculated Pearson correlation between each features and thus obtain the following statistics (Table 3) . The statistics show that all the features have a correlation value of less than 0.5. Thus we considered all the features for the purpose of spam detection. The most correlated features are the hyperlink count and sentence count with value 0.84915. Since the sentence detector assumes each hyperlink as a sentence, the increase in the hyperlink count causes the increase in the sentence count. Thus the correlation value shows that one of the features can be ignored without losing substantial the discrimination ability of the proposed system. Figure 13 depicts the basic concept of our self-supervised model for spam detection. We briefly define our method in two major steps. The step involves generating a training set (annotation for a portion of corpus) from raw data with self extracted methods. The second step involves using standard supervised machine learning algorithms to classify more documents in the corpus. We describe each of the stage in the following subsections.
SELF-SUPERVISED SPAM DETECTION ARCHITECTURE
EXTRACTION OF TRAINING DATA AND PREPROCESSING
As an initial step, the posts and the comments are extracted from the blogs [16] . Since simple extraction of keywords cannot perform classification/clustering, we designed seven high-level features such as post-comment similarity, word redundancy ratio, number of anchor texts, noun concentration, stopwords ratio and number of sentences (as described in section 4). The extracted comments and posts are preprocessed (such as tokenizing, stemming, stopwords removal, etc.) and grammatical shallow parsing was also done to extract noun-phrases 1 . After preprocessing data, we calculated all the feature values for each comment; however, the stopwords ratio was calculated directly from the raw data without any preprocessing. clustering purpose, we chose to use popular K-Means 2 [39] clustering algorithm. This algorithm is very simple to understand and converges very fast. Besides it also fits very well to our method as it essentially needs a pivot point for spam and non-spam comments. We will discuss the details about the usage of this pivot point in the later section. In the K-Means clustering algorithm, given a set of observations (x 1 , x 2 ,…,x n ) , where each observation is a d-dimensional real-valued vector, then k-means clustering bundles the vectors in k partitions (k<n) S={S 1 ,S 2 ,…,S k } so as to minimize the intracluster distance, and maximize the inter-cluster distance.
Mathematically, the expression can be written as follows:
where μ i is the mean of S i [39, 43] .
where K is the number of centroids representing each cluster. In our case k=2 i.e. one for spam and the other for non-spam. These centroids are initially placed as far from each other as possible to confirm that the results are not biased. In the next step, for each comment, we calculate the distance of data-points to each of the centroids. After associating all comment data-points to one or other centroids, the centroid values are recalculated as the centers of all the data-points associated in the cluster. The center is the average of all the points in the cluster -that is, its coordinates are the arithmetic mean for each dimension over all the points in the cluster. This process is repeated until the centroid stops changing.
The algorithm can be summarized as follows:
Select K initial points (considered as centroids for each cluster) in the space
represented by vectors that are to be clustered. 2. Associate each vector point to the cluster that has closest centroid.
Recalculate the centroid of each of the K clusters (by taking the mean of all assigned vectors). These become new centroid values. 4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the centroids no longer move. This produces a separation of the vectors into groups which has minimal intra-cluster distance and maximum inter-cluster distance.
We used the SimpleKMeans Clustering algorithm provided in Weka [41] and cluster the datasets [16] to get two centroids for spam and non-spam. Thus, after obtaining the centroid for each feature, we use these values as threshold for the classification methodology based on co-training [29] . The co-training assumes that a problem can be seen from different aspects. With the same principle, we visualize a comment in a blog in six different perspectives such as post-comment similarity, wordduplication, noun-concentration, stopwords-ratio, number of sentences and number of hyperlinks. Now, the process can be seen as a two step process. Each instance of a comment can be defined in the following form based on co-training instance X in an instance space as 
Threshold(fx) = mean(fx)+ standardDeviation(fx)
for a potential non-spam cluster.
Here, f x is one of the high dimensional features and mean indicate the corresponding centroid obtained from K-means clustering along with standard deviation as shown in 
This process is explained in more detail in our previous work [42] . This method provides us with a set of potential spam comments. Thus at the second stage, we extract simple bag of words features from this set which are then filtered with stopwords removal, stemming, tokenization, etc. The weight for each feature is assigned as
With the calculated weight (w) of each word in the potential spam corpus, in the second iteration, we then use this weight for each word to calculate the spam similarity for each comment in the corpus. This process refines the classification in two stages thus confirming high precision and recall without the need of a pre-classified spam corpus. This makes the system more resilient to evolving spam tricks and wordings. We use the following formula to calculate the spam similarity of each document.
With the adjustment of this spam similarity value, we can maintain our need of either high precision or high recall. A higher value of spam similarity will enforce the system to be more precise while reducing recall whereas a modest value of spam similarity will have a high recall system with a compromise in precision. The tradeoff of precision and recall with changing spam similarity is illustrated in our previous work [42] . Since this step aims to generate a training corpus for our second step, we chose a high threshold value to classify comments. These comments classified as spam now serve as a training data.
STANDARD SUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION
Using the training data generated with the method in the previous section, we now use standard methods to classify blog comments. In our previous work [42] , we compared different algorithms such as Naïve Bayes, Support vector machines (SVM), neural networks, Logistic Regression, Decision Trees etc [42] . The comparison indicated that decision tree (J48) performed the best for the dataset used. We thus employed our new method with decision tree (J48). Table 6 shows the accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure of the developed selfsupervised system along with existing supervised systems, where these measures are defined as follows: Thus, from the table 6, we obtain an accuracy of 71.58% with a relatively high recall of approximately 98%. The self-supervised method achieves a near perfect recall with a compromise in the precision compared to previous self-supervised decision tree method. However, the self-supervised method has an added advantage of not requiring human expertise. This is a great plus point since human expertise needs substantial knowledge of the domain to define threshold values. Other existing work performed by Mishne et.al [16] shows a false negative rate of 6.5% in the best case and 21.5% in the baseline case along with a false positive rate of 11.5% and 21.5 % respectively. However, in these cases the authors have also analyzed the target page which introduces a huge amount of overhead in the system making a practical system really slow. Another existing work in the same dataset, performed by Cormack et al [17] also shows the best Area-Under-Curve (AUC) of 1.0673 with expanded features in the Bogofilter which implements method to combine the features in a Bayesian filter. However, these systems require a direct supervision (a training data for the system to work) making the system not so flexible. Moreover, the size of the dataset is also not representative to make a trustful comparison of the methods employed. Thus, in this work, we emphasize on the proposed selfsupervised model rather than the result accuracy to show that systems can be built which can work without any supervision to detect spam.
We applied self-supervised learning to develop a spam detection system which utilizes unique spam characteristics. This work is inspired and extended the work done by Mishne and Carmel [16] and our previous work [42] . The prototype system has appeared to be more flexible than most supervised spam detection systems which depend primarily on pre-classified data. Most of the features we used are equally applicable to any other short text type spam (like twitter spam) detection system. The observed results show that even with a self-supervised system, we were able to obtain an accuracy of approximately 71% in detecting spam comments. Although the accuracy of the system is not as good as the existing supervised systems, our system is flexible and can be integrated to existing systems. Such an approach will help to obtain an overall higher accuracy rate as the comment pattern changes. Since the dataset [16] we used for evaluation is relatively small, future work will use larger datasets for measuring the performance of the system. While existing methods are failing miserably to deal with increasingly sophisticated spam, we will need more flexible approaches to alleviate the situation. Moreover, we believe that the proposed system can also be used to detect twitter spamming as similar tricks are being used by spammers for retweets [40] .
